JUSTIFICATION IN AQUINAS
Although compared with Reformation theology,1 Medieval theology devoted “marginal”
space to treating the doctrine of justification,2 Aquinas treats justification (and related questions)
in its own right in the section “Treatise on Grace” in his most mature work: Summa Theologica.3
Aquinas has also complemented this treatment in his mature4 and extensive reflections on
justification in his Lectures on the Letter to the Romans,5 though this work is less studied and
less systematic.6 In this commentary, the doctor angelicus has left behind a considerable
contribution, and may even be the key to understanding the positions he takes in the Summa. It
would be tenable to say that Aquinas’s reflections in the Summa on grace and justification
were—first and foremost—his attempts to address more extensive theological and philosophical
questions in light of his biblical interpretation (i.e., his attempts to answer extrabiblical questions
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in a way that was faithful to the teaching of sacra pagina). This paper is an attempt to explore
aspects of Aquinas’s teaching on justification in light of his commentary on Romans. Although
the Summa is more extensive in its scope of inquiry on justification, this study will show that the
basic contours of Aquinas’s doctrine of justification can be seen as the result of his Pauline
interpretations from the book of Romans.7
Aquinas’s Expectations for Justification as a Remedy
Several aspects of Paul’s discourse in Romans prior to his most extensive teaching on
justification are decisive for the shaping of Aquinas’s expectations for what Paul’s language of
justification is intended to accomplish. Before Romans 3:21 where Paul transitions to his most
explicit teaching on justification, Aquinas believes Paul has already largely set the stage for this
teaching in his previous discourse on the nature and power of sin, the nature of faith, and
particularly in his depiction of an inevitable eschatological judgment. Therefore, in this section,
we will mostly explore these aspects of Aquinas’s hermeneutical navigation through the Pauline
discourse prior to Romans 3:21.
Saving/Justifying Faith8 as Involving Charity and Fulfilling the Law
Aquinas’s first extended reflection duly arises at the verse he recognized (as do many
modern exegetes)9 as containing the main theme of Paul’s letter in Romans 1:16-17. Here
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Aquinas explains his understanding of the range of meaning of Paul’s term “salvation,” as well
as how this salvation is conferred to sinners. Salvation has a threefold referent in connection to
the gospel: 1) the forgiveness of sins, 2) sanctifying grace,10 and 3) eternal life. The Gospel
confers this threefold salvation “by faith,”11 which comes about through things like preaching,
confessing the faith, the use of Scripture, etc. Aquinas allows two possible meanings for the
genitive construction dikaiosuvnh qeou [the righteousness/justice of God]: the righteousness
that is revealed in the gospel. It could refer to God’s faithfulness to his promises, in which case
ejk pivstew" eij" pivstin [from faith to faith] means from the faithfulness of God (to fulfill his
promises) to the faith of the one who believes in the fulfillment of God’s promise in Christ.12
Dikaiosuvnh qeou can also refer to the righteousness God gives through Christ to the ungodly to
make them godly (“the justice of God by which God makes men just”).13 In this case “from faith
to faith” means “proceeding from faith in the Old Testament to faith in the New.”14
In explanation of Paul’s thematic refrain, “the just one will live by faith,” Aquinas takes
the opportunity to define faith. Since Aquinas believes that justification is “by faith,” his
understanding of what this faith entails decisively shapes his understanding of what justification
brings about. He here defines faith as “willed assent, with certitude, to that which is not seen.”15
Faith involves the human will because, unlike scientific knowledge that “assents by the necessity
of reason,” faith has equal certainty but is beyond reason.16 If reason does not compel the
intellect to assent, something else must be compelling it, namely, the will.17 Paul’s language of
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“live by faith” indicates for Aquinas that faith is more than just intellectual assent but a
disposition of the will “moving the intellect to assent.” But this cannot happen without love for
God18—which love Aquinas calls charity.19 Saving faith, then, requires a change or movement
of the will20 (which Aquinas assumes must be changed or moved by the working of grace).21 He
concludes, then, that saving faith must include a habitus (Aquinas’s Aristotelian word for “a
stable disposition”22) that is “formed by charity”—all of which requires the indwelling of God in
the heart. These “virtues” of faith and charity are evidence of God’s life within the human
soul,23 for “the soul lives the life of grace through God” who “dwells in the soul by faith.”24
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Although saving faith requires assent to something God has said “for the reason that it
was said by God,” he also understands saving faith to involve more than believing that, but also
a “believing unto God,” i.e. “to go to God by believing, which charity does.”25 Saving faith
involves a movement of the heart toward God, which movement requires love for God.26 In
other words, since faith is something one lives by (“the just shall live by faith”), and one’s
actions are determined by their inner dispositions, Aquinas understands faith to entail a
fundamental change that takes place in the human heart through grace—a change that moves the
heart toward God through love.27
For Aquinas, faith was necessary for salvation even under the Old Law, and although
faith is granted apart from both the Law and apart from any merit or any works, “works are
[also] required in the New Law.”28 The “law of faith is the law inwardly written, through which
are directed not only external works but even the very motions of the heart, among which the act
of faith is the first” which Paul later calls “the law of the spirit” (Rom 8:2).29 He understands
this to be Paul’s point when he says “Do we therefore overthrow the law by faith? On the
contrary, we establish the law” (Rom 3:31).30 This for Aquinas means “by faith we complete
and fulfill the Law.”31 This understanding of faith—which he gets from Paul’s letter to the
Romans—shapes how he understands the meaning of Paul’s language of justification by faith.
Sin as Ontological Corruption
By the time Aquinas arrives at his reflection on Romans 3:21 where Paul writes about
justification by faith more explicitly, he is already predisposed to understand this justification as
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Paul’s solution to the wickedness described in the previous chapters, which concludes with
Paul’s charge that both Jews and Gentiles are uJf j aJmartivan ei^nai [under the power of sin]
(Rom 3:9). In Aquinas’s interpretation, Paul is emphasizing the need for justification by faith by
emphasizing the ontological corruption of mankind. Since this power of sin is described in
ontological terms, Aquinas therefore expects Paul’s solution (justification by faith) to also
address this ontological corruption as a remedy.
When God gives people over to a “debase mind” (Rom 1:28) Aquinas takes this in an
“interior sense” rather than “man’s external sense.”32 In Aquinas’s words, Paul describes “the
sins by which a person deteriorates within himself” and becomes “misaligned in his desire for
external things.”33 God’s punishment is to give them over to their sins—“not of course, by
impelling them to evil but by abandoning them, to dishonorable passions, i.e. sins against
nature.”34
Aquinas understands this ontological corruption largely in terms a lack of love, drawing
out how many of the sins Paul mentions are simply the opposite of, and destructive of,
neighborly love. “Haters of God” are those who “attack something God loves in men, namely,
mutual love.”35 When Paul describes the sinners who are “filled” with wickedness, Aquinas
already sees this as the negative parallel to the believer: “For just as every virtue, inasmuch as it
carries out a precept of the Law qualifies as righteousness, so every sin, inasmuch as it is at
variance with the rule of the divine law, qualifies as wickedness.”36
Aquinas is disinclined to understand Paul’s charge that “no one is just, not even one” as a
Pauline exaggeration. Rather, he understands it to mean that all are unrighteous in and of
themselves (i.e. apart from the grace of God) or that “no one is just in every way but has some
sin.”37 Aquinas also does not understand the “works of the law” (by which “no flesh will be
justified”) as referring only to the ceremonial laws since Paul adds, “through the law comes
knowledge of sin” (Romans 3:20). It includes also the moral precepts of the law. The Law—
both ceremonial and moral38— “is not enough to make one just; another remedy is needed to
suppress concupiscence.”39
The logic of Paul’s transition from ontological corruption to justification by faith is
explained: “After showing that Jews and gentiles are equal as far as the state of previous guilt is
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concerned, the Apostle now shows that they are also equal as far as the state of subsequent grace
is concerned.”40 It is worth noting that “guilt” here appears to be used by Aquinas to refer not
merely to legal guilt or guilty actions but a guilt chiefly consisting in ontological corruption.41
Again, this shapes his expectations as he moves on to Paul’s discussion of justification by faith,
looking for more than just forgiveness or absolution, but for an ontological remedy for the
interior corruption caused by being uJf j aJmartivan: under [the power] of sin (Rom 3:9).
Paul’s Reasons for Depicting The Eschatological Judgment
Paul’s presentation of the dilemma of sinful humanity (both Jew and Gentile42) also
includes the danger of eschatological retribution kataV taV e[rga: according to works (Rom 2:616). Aquinas’s understanding of this eschatological judgment decisively shapes his expectations
for Paul’s language of justification as the needed solution. According to Aquinas’s
interpretation, Paul contrasts the circumcised Jews who transgress the Law and the praiseworthy
uncircumcised Gentiles who do not have possession of the Law. As Aquinas interprets it, the
point of this comparison is to show that faith (a gift from God) is what causes obedience and not
mere possession or knowledge of the law. Gentile believers keep the Law “instinctively” in a
way that shows the Law to be “written in their hearts” by the Spirit (not by the letter) on the day
of eschatological judgment (Romans 2:14-16, 25-29). Aquinas understands Paul to be showing
the Jew that “the Jewish Law heard or accepted” is “not enough for salvation,”43 yet he shows
this by comparing Gentiles without the law who are obedient because of faith (the law written in
their hearts) with Jews who have possession of the law but are disobedient because they lack
faith (they lack the law written on the heart). Aquinas understands the key difference in terms of
God’s grace that changes the heart through faith: “Gentiles converted to the faith … began to
obey the moral precepts of the Law by the help of Christ’s grace.”44 If Gentiles by faith obey the
law instinctively while Jews disobey the law in spite of their possession of it, then the law does
not cause divine righteousness; grace-wrought faith does.
Merit in the Eschatological Judgment
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Aquinas’s teaching on merit arises in the context of Paul’s depiction of eschatological
judgment. Because Aquinas understands Paul to be warning the Jews of their need for God’s gift
of faith (the law written on the heart) in light of the impending eschatological judgment kataV taV
e[rga [according to works],45 the eschatological judgment Paul depicts is no mere hypothetical
for Aquinas, as though Paul were going to relieve the dilemma later by teaching that the
judgment will not be based on works after all. For Aquinas, the reason why Paul brings up the
eschatological judgment in the first place is to warn the Jews that if God’s judgment is impartial
and kataV taV e[rga, only obedient works (not the mere possession of the law) will help them on
the day of judgment. Mere possession of the law is useless without faith; one cannot truly obey
the law until God’s grace has circumcised the heart.
Believing Gentiles, then, are incorporated into Paul’s argument for the sake of illustrating
the sufficiency of God’s gift of faith in the heart for producing the obedience necessary for a
favorable judgment in the eschaton. The sufficiency of faith for obedience and eternal reward is
contrasted with the insufficiency of mere possession of the law without faith. In other words,
Aquinas understands the rhetorical function of Paul’s depiction of eschatological judgment
“according to works” to forcefully underscore the need for faith because faith is what produces
true obedience in the heart that leads to the kind of works that will be rewarded with eternal life
in the eschaton. This hermeneutical framework decisively shapes Aquinas’s understanding of
why the justification of the ungodly that produces obedience is by the gift of faith, and since faith
is a gift from God, cannot be attained by possession of, or graceless obedience to, law (or any
works whatsoever).
Aquinas expounds on Paul’s language about the good works that “merit” reward.46 First,
he argues that “according to works” does not mean “according to equality of works because the
reward exceeds the merit.”47 Second, he gives three characteristics of the deeds Paul depicts as
being rewarded with eternal life. Each of these arises from Paul’s wording “[God will give] to
those who by perseverance in doing good seek for glory and honor and immortality, eternal life”
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(Rom 2:7).48 The first is patience (kaq j uJpomonhVn) which Aquinas understands in terms of
“tolerating adversity” and perseverance. The second feature is “the goodness of a work” (e[rgou
ajgaqou') or its conformity to God’s law (and human reason). The third feature is “right
intention, i.e. to seek eternal life” rather than mere temporal goods (dovxan kaiV timhVn kaiV
ajfqarsivan zhtou'sin).49 Aquinas holds fast to this Pauline depiction of the final judgment
and thus understands the final meriting of eternal life to be kataV taV e[rga. This final meriting of
eternal life should not be confused with justification in Aquinas’s thought, for one is by faith and
the other by works.
Justification by Faith
To summarize up to this point, several factors have shaped Aquinas’s expectations for
Paul’s subsequent language of justification by faith: 1) Paul’s statement that “the just shall live
by faith,” causes Aquinas to infer that pivsto" [faith] in Paul’s epistle is no mere intellectual
assent, but a “living faith” that fulfills the law.50 Aquinas understands faith as a virtue inasmuch
as it is a habitus (a steady disposition of the will) formed by God’s indwelling, which happens
only through charity. Only this kind of faith moves the will to assent to the revealed truth about
Christ. Thus for Aquinas, whatever justification means, it must include a change of the core inner
person. 2) Paul’s depictions of the human condition in terms of ontological corruption naturally
dispose Aquinas to expect Paul’s language of justification do the work of ontological remedy,
and this fits nicely with his understanding of the nature of justifying faith as a change of the
heart—the interior ontological core of a person. 3) Aquinas’s interpretation of Paul’s warnings to
Jews of eschatological judgment “according to works” is understood by Aquinas to include the
argument that uncircumcised Gentiles with faith now instinctively keep the law (showing it is
“written on their hearts” by the Spirit). 4) Paul’s descriptions of the good works that receive the
reward of eternal life are understood by Aquinas to show that perseverance in good works
“merit” eternal life and cause one to prevail at the eschatological judgment.
Therefore, when Paul argues that dikaiosuvnh qeou [the justice of God] has been
manifested cwriV" novmou [apart from the law], Aquinas takes him simply to mean “without the
Law causing righteousness,” for he understands Paul to have already described exactly how this
righteousness has been manifested in Gentile Christians who instinctively keep the Law apart
from the Law through faith-wrought obedience.51 That one is justified apart from the works of
48

But this poses a problem for Aquinas’s understanding. If only those whom God gives the grace of
justification can keep the law (and therefore find favor in the eschatological judgment), how can Paul say God is no
respecter of persons? Aquinas answers that justice is concerned with debts, “but God calls sinners to repentance not
from debt but as a favor.” Ibid., §206. In other words, God gives justice to some, grace to others, and neither
distributive justice nor gratuitous grace is an injustice to the sinner.
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Ibid., §300. “This justice of God, I say, has been manifested now, i.e. in the time of grace … inasmuch
as it is evident that many have been divinely made just. And this apart from the Law, i.e., without the Law causing
righteousness.” Italics added.

the law means without pre-existing merits that prompt God to justify: “without works prior to
becoming just, but not without works following it.”52 Aquinas understands faith as the key
principle of righteousness given by God as a gift that works obedience in the lives of the Gentile
Christians.
God’s justice is said to exist through faith in Jesus Christ, not as though by faith we merit
being justified, as if faith exists from ourselves and through it we merit God’s justice, as
the Pelagians assert; but because in the very justification, by which we are made just by
God, the first motion of the mind toward God is through faith: “Whoever would draw
near to God must believe” (Heb 11:6). Hence faith, as the first part of justice, is given to
us by God: “By grace you have been saved through faith; and this is not your own doing;
for it is the gift of God” (Eph 2:8).
Aquinas gives a succinct summary of his previous explanations of why faith is the key principle
of righteousness,53 and why its presence in the just necessarily involves charity and the divine
indwelling.
But this faith, out of which justice exists, is not the unformed faith about which James
2(:26) says, “Faith without works is dead,” but it is faith formed by charity, about which
Gal 5(:6) says, “For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is of any
avail, but faith [working through love],” through which Christ dwells in us; “that Christ
may dwell in your hearts through faith” (Eph 3:17), which does not happen without
charity: “He who abides in love abides in God and God in him” (1 Jn 4:16). This is the
faith about which Acts 15(:9) says, “He cleansed their hearts by faith,” a cleansing that
does not occur without charity: “Love covers all offenses” (Pr 10:12).
… it transcends human power and merit: “Not that we are sufficient of ourselves
to claim anything as coming from us” (2 Cor 3:5).
… Furthermore, man should not ascribe this glory to himself: “Not to us, O Lord,
not to us, but to thy name give glory” (Ps 115:1); “Give glory to God” (Ps 66:2).
Consequently, because all have sinned and cannot of themselves be justified, they
need some other cause to make them just.54
From this last line we can see that Aquinas’s understanding of Paul’s terminology of
“justification” as a being “made righteous” (as opposed to merely declared righteous) is shaped
by his previous interpretations of Paul’s description of how faith has changed the Gentile
Christians into law keepers by a law that is “written on their hearts” within his warnings of
eschatological judgment. Faith is that “out of which justice exists” and from which good works
52

Ibid., §317. Italics added. This way of qualifying the relationship of works to justification shows that
Aquinas thought of justification as an event rather than a process.
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It is simply erroneous to hold that Aquinas only thought of faith as a virtue and not as a “justifying
principle.” Contra David S. Schaff and Robert Reymond: Robert Reymond, “Dr. John Gerstner on Thomas Aquinas
as a Protestant,” 114. For Aquinas, this would mean that faith does not cause righteousness, which undermines the
most basic contours of his doctrine of justification.
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Aquinas, Lectures on the Letter to the Romans, §302-306.

come “instinctively.” The gratuitous nature of the grace of justification (“being justified freely”)
consists in the fact that faith is given as a gift “without the merit of previous works.”55 God does
not give faith as a recompense for works; it is freely given.
Paul’s discussion of Abraham’s faith being “reckoned to him as righteousness” does not
mean (for Aquinas) that Christ’s righteousness has been imputed to him externally. Rather,
presumably because the antecedent of “it” (in “it was reckoned to him as righteousness”56) is
Abraham’s act of faith, he takes for granted that it is Abraham’s faith (not Christ’s active and
passive obedience) that is “reckoned as righteousness.”57 Paul’s uses of the word logivzomai58
[count, reckon, take into account] are understood by Aquinas to highlight that God does not
merely look at a person’s outward works (which other persons can see), but reckons a person
righteous based on that which God alone can see—“the inward faith of the heart.”59 Logivzomai
functions to distinguish righteousness in eyes of man from righteousness in the sight of God
(iustitia quae est apud Deum). Just as wickedness is described in ontological terms (“lust of the
heart,” “degrading passions,” “desire,” “a depraved mind”: Rom 1:24, 26-28), so true
righteousness, as Aquinas perceives it, is considered by God to consist chiefly in the ontological
righteousness of the heart.
When Paul says “we have obtained our introduction by faith into this grace in which we
stand,” (Rom 5:2) Aquinas worries that this could be taken to mean that a person first believes
and then God gives grace. In keeping with all he has said about faith being a divine gift (an
infused habitus), he argues rather that faith “is the first effect of grace in us.”60 Through faith we
subsequently “stand” in grace. Aquinas calls this “the state of grace.”61 Once a person is justified
by faith, they are in this state.
Justification, then, in Aquinas’s commentary on Romans,62 is “to make righteous” by the
Spirit’s writing of the law on the human heart—a law that commands us to love God and love
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For a more explicit argument for this line of interpretation by a modern Protestant exegete, see Robert H.
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Debates, ed. Mark Husbands and Daniel J. Treier (Downers Grove, Illinois: InterVarsity Press, 2004), 17-45.
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Cf. ST I-II.113.6: “The justification of the ungodly is a certain movement whereby the human mind [or
soul] is moved by God from the state of sin to the state of justice.” This is a transformation ordained to the removal
of sin in the person. ST I-II.113.8. Cf. Trent’s definition of justification: “A translation from the state in which man
is born a child of the first Adam, to the state of grace and of the adoption of the sons of God through the second

our neighbor, and requires charity.63 It is “to make righteous” by the divine indwelling through
the gift of faith which involves a fundamental change of the human will.64 In other words, God
makes the sinner righteous, apart from the Law and apart from any previous merit (it is a divine
gift), by granting to the sinner a new inner disposition (“faith”) that works as a new principle of
righteousness that requires charity, the love of God “poured out within our hearts through the
Holy Spirit who was given to us” (Rom 5:5).65 This principle reorients the heart to the Law of
God so that it obeys “instinctively” (Rom 2:14). This is justification, the freely given
righteousness of God. Only this righteousness, although not merited in any way, is subsequently
sufficient for the meriting of the divine reward of eternal life as Paul describes it. In the
Thomistic soteriological scenario, then, the righteousness of the justified person is nothing less
than the righteousness of God himself dwelling in the human person. Faith and good works are
simply the effects of the divine indwelling.
Christ’s Death and Resurrection as Causes of Justification
Aquinas assigns two more causes to justification: Christ’s death and resurrection. Christ
died as a necessary part66 of making satisfaction for us “while we were yet sinners” (Rom 5:8).

Adam, Jesus Christ, our Savior.” The Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent, trans. Rev. H. J. Schroeder, O.P.
(Rockford, Illinois: Tan Books and Publishers, 1978), 31. For an examination of the relationships between
Aquinas’s doctrine of justification and the council of Trent, see Bryan Cross’s articles “Aquinas and Trent,” parts 17, Called to Communion: Reformation Meets Rome, last entry posted March 7, 2010,
http://www.calledtocommunion.com/alphabetical-index/, (accessed 7-19-10).
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because whereas faith and charity “imply a special directing of the human mind to God by the intellect and will,”
justification implies a more general “rectitude of order” not limited to either the intellect or the will only. ST III.113.1.ad.2.
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Desiring to keep the spirit of Augustine, who taught that justification was greater than God’s work of
creation (since the heavens and earth will pass away, but the justification of the ungodly will endure), Aquinas also
believes that in terms of what is made in justification, “the justification of the ungodly, which terminates at the
eternal good of a share in the Godhead, is greater than the creation of the heaven and earth.” The gift of glory is
greater, however, in terms of absolute quantity. ST I-II.113.9. He also believed that justification was miraculous in
the sense that it can only be caused by a divine power and therefore its cause is hidden. It is also miraculous in the
sense that it sometimes can involve something beyond the ordinary order of cause and effect. ST I-II.113.10.
Although Aquinas distinguishes between God’s preparation of a sinner for justification (which might be a successive
process) and the act of justification per se, he sees any instantaneous preparation or disposal also as miraculous. ST
I-II113.10.
65
Aquinas understands charity to be another divinely infused habitus—the most important of all—that
“reaches to the perfecting of all the moral habits and acts of the soul.” Aquinas, Lectures on the Letter to the
Romans, §392. For Aquinas, this gift is described in Rom 5:5: “And hope does not disappoint, because the love of
God has been poured out within our hearts through the Holy Spirit who was given to us.”
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I say “necessary part” because Aquinas believes the whole of Christ’s life—not just his death—is what
brought about satisfaction.

This means “he was not moved to do this by our merits.”67 “No other person could satisfy for the
sin of the entire human race except Christ alone, who was immune from all sin.”68 God put
forward Christ as an “expiation” for sin and “Christ’s satisfaction was efficacious for justifying
and redeeming” since sinners “had no way of making satisfaction unless God himself gave them
a redeemer and satisfier.”69 Aquinas understands the sacrifice of Christ that accomplished
“satisfaction” as “the penalty of death” that Christ suffered “for us, a penalty man had incurred
by sin.”70 The Law could not “remit,”71 sins, so Christ suffered the penalty “for us” and this too
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Ibid., §309. Although here it sounds like Aquinas is locating satisfaction in the appeasement of God’s
wrath as in a penal substitutionary model, later in his commentary (in his discussion of how the resurrection of Jesus
justifies us), Aquinas explains “the penalty of death” not in terms of a wrathful God who pours out his wrath upon
Christ at the cross, but simply as the organic outcome of joining the human race, which race had already accrued the
penalty for sin: mortality. Thus, Aquinas understands the entire life of Christ to accomplish the “satisfaction”
needed for redemption. As for why the Scripture so often speaks specifically of the death of Christ as achieving
satisfaction for sin, Aquinas sees the whole life of Christ as being symbolically encapsulated in Paul’s language of
Christ’s death (i.e. in the manner of a synecdoche: Pars pro toto). “For since Christ’s human nature was somehow
the organ of his divinity, as Damascene says, all the acts and sufferings of his human nature were salutary for us,
considering that they flowed from the power of his divinity. But because an effect has to some extent a similarity to
its cause, the Apostle says that Christ’s death, by which mortal life was extinguished in him, is the cause of
extinguishing our sins” (italics added). Ibid., §380. When discussing how Christ died for the ungodly, Aquinas puts
it this way: “The very death of Christ shows God’s love for us, because he gave his own son that he should die in
making satisfaction for us” (italics added, §399). Rik Van Nieuwenhove’s analysis of Aquinas as a theologian who
can “accommodate modern concerns” has considered this aspect of Aquinas’s notion of the sacrifice of Christ.
Nieuwenhove appropriates Aquinas as an alternative to views of satisfaction that involve the appeasement of a
wrathful God, which, by modern concerns is seen to involve a problematic doctrine of God. Rik Van Nieuwenhove,
“Bearing the Marks of Christ’s Passion,” in The Theology of Thomas Aquinas, ed. Rik Van Nieuwenhove and
Joseph Wawrykow (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 2005), 278.
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demonstrates God’s justice for passing over “former sins before the passion of Christ.”72
However, this redemption “reaches us” only through faith in Christ73 because “the power of
Christ’s blood works through man’s faith.”74 The resurrection of Christ also causes justification,
but Aquinas does not here explain exactly how.75
The Insufficiency of Human Works for Justification
The Insufficiency of Temporal Motivation
Aquinas goes into a deeper explanation of why human works cannot cause divine
righteousness. He rejects the idea that a sufficient inward habitus can be generated by
“becoming accustomed to outward works” because the habit necessary for the kind of “good
works” Paul describes in his depiction of eschatological judgment requires that one do such
works with the right intention—namely, to obtain eternal life (as we have seen). This kind of
habit requires something “which exceeds human ability, as is stated in 1 Cor 2(:9), ‘It has not
arisen in the heart of man what God has prepared for those who live him.’”76 In other words,
good works ordained to eternal life require faith in something beyond the temporal sphere of life.
This kind of faith does not come naturally to the sinner. “Consequently … a man’s heart needs
first to be justified inwardly by God, so that he can perform works proportioned to divine
glory.”77
Man’s Inability to Earn the Gift of Righteousness
Paul’s distinction in Romans 4:4-5 between one who works and receives his “wage” as a
debt and the other who does not work but has his faith counted as righteousness causes some
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trouble for Aquinas.78 He favors an interpretation that would see Paul as ruling out the
possibility altogether of anyone being given her reward as a “debt,” and in which case the
“working” Paul deplores is a working “so as to be justified by his works.”79 In this line of
interpretation, Aquinas understands Paul to be ruling out works as a ground for justification, but
(in keeping with Paul’s depiction of eschatological judgment) not for the meriting of eternal life.
Thus, Paul’s point is simply this: faith is not attained as a recompense for works, it is given as a
free gift, yet it is only those who have this gift that are considered truly righteous before God and
will prevail at the judgment “according to works.”
The Insufficiency of the Law
In his discussion of Abraham’s faith, Aquinas is keen to explain that the reason why
righteousness must depend upon faith and not upon the law. He gives several reasons, but the
most important one is this: “the Law commands and does not confer the grace to fulfill,
according to 2 Cor (3:6): ‘The letter kills, but the Spirit gives life,’ namely, because ‘the Spirit
helps us inwardly in our weakness’ (Rom 8:26).”80 If righteousness comes by faith—which is a
gift and enables one to fulfill the law—the promise does not depend on “man” but upon
justifying grace, which Aquinas here calls “infallible.”81 He comments further on Romans 8:4:
… the intention of the lawgiver is to make citizens good. Human law does this by merely
indicating what ought to be done; but the Holy Spirit dwelling in the mind not only
teaches what is to be done by instructing the intellect but also inclines the affection to act
right.82
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Justification as an Event Rather Than A Process
It can be observed by now that Aquinas understands justification as an event rather than a
process.83 The overwhelming force of Aquinas’s analysis in Romans presupposes that a sinner is
first made just before any good works follow. As we have seen, Aquinas emphasizes that “apart
from the works of the law” means “without works prior to becoming just,” but entails good
works after becoming just.84 Furthermore, although Aquinas prefers to speak about the change
faith brings about in the will, he also views this as a justification of the sinners “heart”: “a man’s
heart needs first to be justified inwardly by God.”85 Good works done with the intention of the
eternal good “signify” that the grace of justification has already been conferred.86 This implies a
temporal scheme in which there is a before and after of justification without any time lapse in
between.87 Before justification a person is ungodly. After justification a person is righteous and
begins to obey the law of God instinctively.88 Previous to justification a person does not have
good works and therefore cannot merit God’s gift. After justification a person does good works
and is capable of meriting eternal life. As we have noted, based on Aquinas’s interpretation of
the ontological corruption of mankind in the Pauline discourse, Aquinas considers a person to be
helplessly89 under the power of sin previous to justification (the state of sin) and after
justification a person, by faith, stands in grace (the state of grace).90
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fuvsei taV tou' novmou poiw'sin [by nature doing the things of the law] (Rom 2:14).

As we have noted, Aquinas considers a persons incapable in and of themselves (i.e. apart from justifying
grace) of doing anything that might make them righteous. Ibid., §277. Francis Schaeffer’s claim that Aquinas
denied human depravity and made perfection possible apart from grace is simply untenable, as is Carl F.H. Henry’s
claim that Aquinas did not take serious the scriptural claims about the effects of sin. Geisler, Thomas Aquinas: An
Evangelical Appraisal, 12-13.

Conclusion
It is possible to see the foundational convictions of Aquinas’s doctrine of justification in
his interpretation of Romans.91 His perspective on justification was not due to a neglect of
Pauline studies,92 but just the opposite.93 It was a balancing act between different aspects of
Pauline ideas (or at least Aquinas’s interpretation of Pauline passages). In conclusion, I will
explain only four: 1) justifying faith, 2) the insufficiency of works or the law for justification, 3)
the inheritance of eternal life according to works, and 4) merit.94
First, Aquinas’s understanding of justifying faith comes from Paul. In his commentary on
Romans, Aquinas does not hesitate to affirm over and over—without linguistic qualifiers—that
“faith justifies.”95 He understands Paul to give a lengthy contrast between the ontological
corruption caused by sin and the righteousness that comes through faith. Paul describes faith as
something a righteous person “lives by,” (Rom 1:17) as “obedience” (Rom 1:5) that “establishes
the law” (Rom 3:31) and circumcises the “heart,” (Rom 2:29), as the way to gain access to a
90
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oversimplification, see McGrath, Iustitia Dei, 20ff.
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Contra G.C. Berkouwer and Robert Reymond. Robert Reymond, “Dr. John Gerstner on Thomas
Aquinas as a Protestant,” 121.
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Wawrykow helpfully points out Aquinas’s indebtedness to his principle sources (e.g. the Bible and St.
Augustine) in his chapter: “Concluding Observations: Thomas and His Authorities,” in God’s Grace and Human
Action, 260-84.
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Seeing how Aquinas’s theology is rooted in biblical interpretation helps expose that evangelical
distortions are typically specious. Aquinas held to a grace-centered soteriology based on biblical interpretation, and
his doctrine of merit was not a pagan syncretism from Aristotelian philosophy, but a result of his interpretation of
the depictions of the final eschatological judgment in Scripture. Furthermore, while it cannot be denied that
Aquinas’s theology thoroughly utilizes Aristotelian distinctions and predications, if our study of Aquinas’s doctrine
of justification is representative of his theological methodology, it is equally true that such distinctions and
predications are more like the branches on his theological tree than the roots and trunk of his theological
convictions. Christians today who use philosophy to defend or explain Christian convictions are utilizing a similar
methodology.
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Aquinas, Lectures on the Letter to the Romans, §194.

certain “standing” in grace (Rom 5:1-2), and as that which fulfills the requirement of the law in
us (in nobis, Rom 8:4), etc.96 Therefore, Aquinas understands the significance of justifying faith
in terms of a change or movement of the heart from sin to God that leads to a “state of grace,”
causes true obedience, and ultimately fulfills the demands of the law (even if not perfectly).97 To
be “made righteous” simply means to be made obedient from the heart to the law of God. This is
how he understands justification by faith as an internal rectitude that orders the heart aright so
that it comes to obey the law instinctively (even if not perfectly).98 Obedience from the heart to
the law commands charity above all else—love for God and neighbor. This is also why he
believes justifying faith, as well as charity (Rom 5:5), are infused by God at the same time. This
is also why true faith necessarily requires charity.
Second, Aquinas’s tenacious denial that justification can be earned or merited by any
human work is due to Pauline language about justification. Because Paul’s depiction of
justification by faith is contrasted with justification by works of the law, Aquinas concludes that
true righteousness comes about, not as the result of works or possession of the law, but by the
instantaneous infusion of grace when God gives the sinner a new heart that causes them to love
God and neighbor: namely, the gift of faith.99 Since faith is what causes true obedience to the
law—not the law itself or human works—Aquinas considers faith as the true gift of
righteousness from God apart from the works of the law.100 All actions and deeds are dictated by
96

I adopted my usage of in nobis [inside us] and extra nos [outside of us] from Matthew C. Heckel, “Is
R.C. Sproul Wrong About Martin Luther? An Analysis of R.C.Sproul’s Faith Alone: The Evangelical Doctrine of
Justification With Respect to Augustine, Luther, Calvin, and Catholic Luther Scholarship,” Journal of the
Evangelical Theological Society 47 no. 1 (2004): 89-120.
97

Since Aquinas nowhere detects Paul distinguishing which aspects of faith justify and which do not, he
takes for granted that when Paul says justification if “by faith,” this includes faith in its entirety. When asking the
question, “Why does faith justify?,” Aquinas does not quarantine the heavily emphasized dynamics of obedience in
Paul’s depictions of faith. For Aquinas, faith justifies because it produces true obedience within. For Calvin, on the
other hand, “faith is said to justify because it receives and embraces the righteousness offered in the Gospel.” John
Calvin, Institutes, III.11.17.
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One of the reasons Calvin believed that faith itself could never justify but was only a “vessel” that
received Jesus’ righteousness is this: faith does not fulfill the requirement of the law perfectly. John Calvin,
Institutes of the Christian Religion, vol. 1, ed. John T. McNeill, trans. Ford Lewis Battles (Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania: Westminster John Knox Press, 1960), III.2.1; III.11.7. This raises the further exegetical question of
whether the apostle Paul himself, by his expression that “[by faith] we establish the law,” intended absolute
perfection. Aquinas does not take the apostle in this way.
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Taking for granted Aquinas’s understanding of the meaning of justification (to make the ungodly
righteous), for anyone to expect the ungodly to somehow merit their own justification approaches absurdity. Here it
is helpful to keep in mind the relationship between being and doing. Humans do what they do because they are
what they are. Ontology determines action. Being, then, is logically prior to doing. Therefore, just as a bad tree
cannot bear good fruit in order to become a good tree, so for Aquinas, the ungodly cannot bear righteous fruit in
order to become righteous—this is logically backwards and impossible. Rather, just as a bad tree must first become
a good tree before it can bear good fruit, so an ungodly person must first become righteous [by God’s instantaneous,
unmerited, and transforming grace] before they would be able to do the good works in obedience to the law.
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In some ways, Aquinas’s view of the extent to which justification is by grace surpasses the position of
many Protestants. In Aquinas, justification cannot simply be, as Reymond states, “the inevitable divine response to
the sinner’s faith in Jesus Christ” (as some Protestants teach) because this obscures the extent of grace in
justification—God does not simply wait on the sinner to believe, but grants the very faith by which the sinner is
justified. cf. Reymond, “Dr. John H. Gerstner on Thomas Aquinas as a Protestant,” 116. Aquinas’s notion of faith
as a virtue should not be understood as anything less than a free gift of God. It is a “virtue” in virtue of the fact that

the internal order of a person’s soul. Faith is what causes a person to be righteous internally.
This results in a changed life—both internally and externally, but from the inside out, and by the
indwelling of God. Also, as we have seen, Aquinas does not separate justification from the
divine indwelling. Faith is the result of God’s infusion of grace. The righteousness that comes
from this indwelling and this grace is therefore an alien righteousness101 because it originates
from outside of us (extra nos) in God and not from inside human persons (in nobis).102 While
originating extra nos, in justification God’s righteousness dwells within us (in nobis) and
changes our ontology. This is how, for example, the fruits of the Holy Spirit become ours. To
ask whether these fruits of righteousness belong to the human person or to God introduces—in
this way of thought—a false dichotomy. So in justification, a person becomes righteous by the
righteousness of God, for he becomes righteous by the divine indwelling.
Third, Aquinas’s view about the inheritance of eternal life kataV taV e[rga [according to
works] comes also from Paul. He does not see the eschatological judgment as hypothetical, but
understands Paul to be warning the Jews that the law is not sufficient for prevailing at the
eschatological judgment, which is impartial and “according to works.” Therefore, Aquinas
understands the need for justification by faith as a need for God to change the heart so that
obedience to the law and the doing of good works comes instinctively—as he depicts taking
place among the Gentiles who do not have the law. Since Paul’s depiction of the eschatological
judgment involves giving the reward of eternal life “according to works,” Aquinas teaches that
works are the grounds for inheriting of eternal life at the eschatological judgment. This is very
different from the grounds of justification. In the eschatological judgment one prevails by faithwrought works that proceed naturally from the infusion of grace. The eschatological reward of
eternal life is indeed a reward, and thus implies previous merit. Whereas justification is by

faith orients the inner person toward God as ultimate end (virtues are inner dispositions toward certain goods). It is
“infused” for at least three reasons: 1) it is not an exterior or physical reality of the person but rather an invisible
internal reality, 2) it is the effect of God’s indwelling and thus originates outside of the person (extra nos), and 3) it
is beyond the natural capacities of that person to acquire. Aquinas’s language of “infusion” is employed to keep
these sorts of distinctions at the heart of the discussion of virtue. Therefore, it should be no surprise that Jonathan
Edwards—a theologian keen on both grace and virtue—employed similar language for similar reasons (to
distinguish himself from Arminians), even though his language has been obscured by Protestant translators. Gerald
R. McDermott, “Jonathan Edwards on Justification: Closer to Luther or Aquinas?,” Reformation & Revival 14, no. 1
(2005): 119.
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As Cavanaugh explains: “God can perform an act which is both mine and God’s at the same time. ‘To
be moved voluntarily, is to be moved from within, that is, by an interior principle: yet this interior principle may be
caused by an exterior principle; and so to be moved from within is not repugnant to being moved by another’
(I.105.4, ad 2).” William T. Cavanaugh, “A Joint Declaration?: Justification as Theosis in Aquinas and Luther,” 270.
Thus, for example, the fruits of the Spirit are ours—we become patient, gentle, peaceful, loving, etc., yet at the same
time these are the fruits of the Spirit—they are God at work in us. It is a righteousness that is given to the sinner so
that it becomes part of who she really is, yet it is nothing more than God in her. In this case, righteousness is not
either God’s or ours, either alien or human, but must be both. Aquinas’s language of “participation” (which is also
language used in Orthodox soteriology) overcomes this false dichotomy. Furthermore, it is this understanding of the
divine indwelling that I believe significantly overlaps with the Orthodox doctrine of deification.
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Contra Robert Reymond, “Dr. John Gerstner on Thomas Aquinas as a Protestant,” 114. And even once
it is “inside” human persons, in Aquinas’s thought, it is still just God inside us. To ask whether justifying
righteousness is inherent to the sinner or an alien righteousness is a false dichotomy in Aquinas’s scheme of thought
(see above footnote).

grace-wrought faith given without any previous merit, the eschatological reward of eternal life is
given as a gracious reward for good works—works done by the power of grace.
Fourth, the Pauline depiction of eschatological judgment is also where Aquinas gets his
understanding of merit.103 For Aquinas, merit is simply a way of referring to divine reward.104
God has ordained that works proceeding from grace should receive a reward from Him; therefore
they constitute “merit” or reason for reward. Since our work has the character of merit only “on
the presupposition of the Divine ordination, it does not follow that God is made our debtor
simply, but His own.”105 Aquinas’s questions in the Summa on merit demonstrably show that one
of his chief concerns is to protect his grace-centered soteriological convictions (e.g. salvation is
infallibly carried out by grace, man never earns his salvation, etc.) in the face of the biblical
depiction of the eschatological judgment based on merit. From this balancing act comes
Aquinas’s subtle distinctions about how this merit does not involve justice and reward in the
absolute and simple sense, and God is never made our debtor.106 This is because Aquinas
understands faith to be a free and unmerited gift from God sufficient for the righteousness that
leads to eternal life. The eschatological judgment is based on works, but good works are brought
about through the gift of faith (given to those who are predestined),107 which the sinner never
earns or merits. Ultimately, then, merit itself and “eternal life [are] utter gift.”108
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As Wawrykow points out, Thomas does not ultimately depend on Aristotle, the Fathers, or any medieval
theologian for his teaching on merit, but “claims that his teaching on merit is biblically rooted.” Wawrykow, God’s
Grace and Human Action, 265. When pressed by Erasmus on the New Testament teaching on “reward,” even Luther
himself capitulated to speaking of a biblical sense of merit: “As for merit, or the proposal of a reward, what is it but
a kind of promise? But that promise does not prove that we can do anything; it proves only this, that if anyone does
this or that, he shall then have a reward. … If ‘free-will’ cannot will good by itself alone, but wills good by grace
alone (for we are speaking of ‘free-will’ apart from grace, and inquiring into the proper power of each), who does
not see that the good will, and merit, and reward, are of grace alone?” Martin Luther, The Bondage of the Will,
trans. J.I. Packer and O.R. Johnston (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Fleming H. Revell, 1998), 181. Italics added.
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ST I-II.114.1. “Merit and reward refer to the same [thing], for a reward means something given anyone
in return for work or toil as a price for it.”
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ST I-II.114.1.ad.3.
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Furthermore, the works of the justified in and of themselves are not worthy of the divine reward, even
though Aquinas speaks of “condign merit.” Inasmuch as such works are considered as springing from the human
person, they are unworthy of the divine reward and there is no condignity. However, inasmuch as the works of the
justified are considered as springing from the grace of the Holy Spirit living within that person, they constitute
condign merit. In other words, merit is only “condign” because the works of the Holy Spirit in the justified are also
the works of God himself. Who is willing to say that God’s works are not worthy of reward? ST I-II.114.3.
Condign reward refers to reward that is given appropriately or “in accordance with a fair judgment.” ST I-II.114.3.
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Aquinas believes the gifts of faith and justification “signify the effects of predestination in time.” Harm
Goris, “Divine Foreknowledge, Providence, Predestination, and Human Freedom,” in The Theology of Thomas
Aquinas, eds. Rik Van Nieuwenhove and Joseph Wawrykow (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame
Press, 2005), 102. “A person’s holiness follows on God’s predestining will. … Thus, in intending a human to
eternal life, God also wills for that person the grace that will bring that person to this end. There is nothing in the
person that could ‘earn’ either this end or this grace.” Joseph Wawrykow, “Grace,” in The Theology of Thomas
Aquinas, 203. This eternal predestination is not based on God’s foreknowledge of that person’s moral goodness:
“Foreknowledge of merits is not the cause or reason of predestination.” ST I.23.5.
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Wawrykow, “Grace,” 203. Italics added.

